OC whitepaper - to enable users to gain economic share value through OC

OC Whitepaper
——Cross-platform, let economy share more feasible.

Endorsed by the President of Madagascar.
Dedicated to helping enterprises to digest inventory.
Helps the trading platform digest the economic bubble.
Madagascar, China and Brazil launched simultaneously

Official Website：https://www.occh.co
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Introduction
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With the advent of the “Internet+”, blockchain and the sharing
economy are already on the capital market, and are expected to
become a new retail powerhouse.
In recent years, the deterioration of global trade conditions,
especially in Europe and Japan, has continued to weaken, and the
pace of domestic trade growth has slowed down. While in a
cross-platform, cross-regional, oversea, the share of market
economy as the representative new trade platform development
step is gradually accelerated, and is expected to become the
national trade and even the entire global economy new engines.
In Africa, with the deepening of international trade, more and
more e-commerce platform have emerged. In the east of the word China, urged the cross-platform electricity development in recent
years, more support traditional enterprise to realize the
transformation and upgrading. But along with the development of
the further direction of online trading, there are more and more
vicious competition, some platform in order to attract more
consumers more quickly, often at considerable cost financing –
investment – refinancing – re-investment, therefore, there is huge
economic bubble, in such vicious competition not only hurt the
business but also hurt the interests of consumers. A typical
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example is the sharing of bicycles in China.
OC is a decentralized blockchain technology that helps
enterprises to absorb inventory and stimulate consumers to repeat
consumption, OC will drive the rapid development of whole network
sales. OC team hopes to help all kinds of trading platforms achieve
balanced and steady development through the latest blockchain
technology, so as to do a better job for the trading platform.
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Opportunity
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Since the advent of bitcom, have a log of tokens and
blockchain projects, but many blockchain projects face many
challenges from the perpective of industry application. The man
problems are as follows:
（1）Lack of integration with the real business
Many blockchain technologies only developed tokens, create
free trade and smart contracts, but no connection between
tokens, transactions, smart contracts and real-life applications.
（2）Weak value of Blockchain Technology
Many of the blockchain technology applications simply loop through
the self-built platform. For example: from the beginning of
computing resources that record information consumption, a lot of
computing power is only used to complete the record of the
transaction itself, the great value of blockchain technology is not
fully developed.
（3）Closed technology
Many blockchain technology tend to be concerned in the
blockchain itself technology, the lack of integration with the
practical application, and not interact with other technologies, let
the blockchain technology has not been further developed.
OC team has studied the latest technology of OC for more than
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one year, let OC closely combined with the internet, helping
traditional businesses quickly digest inventory and save the
declining real economy; Secondly, it helps to remove a large of
economic bubbles from the online trading platform with the
purpose of sales, and becomes a simple and effective
blockchain trading tools, third, the OC can realize the payment of
the super generation currency without any barrier between the
country and the country. OC and application of the three
functions closely combined, will inevitable bring a disruptive
revolution to the worldwide network sales! Specific description
as follows:
（1）Closely combine with the much of the online sales platform
OC as a help network sales platform to remove bubbles, digestive
inventory tool, for different network trading platform used by
different development language, OC team will develop different API
language version of the package. Currently common programming
languages are: asp.net, PHP, JAVA, C, C++, C#, JSP… The sales
platform developed by any industry can be selected according to
the platform language version. Each network sales platform will be
the most loyal users of OC, and OC will play an important role in
various online sales platforms.
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（2）A super payment tool
Every online sales platform connected with OC will use OC as a
payment tool to users of its own network platform, allowing OC to
circulate among different users. At the same time, it also provides
an endless stream of users for OC. OC will further expand the
popularity of OC and the scope of use of OC in order to achieve a
healthy and steady development of the online sales platform. The
two sides complement each other and promote each other.
（3）Closely combined with AI
Starting from basic computing power, the OC will use the
distributed AI operation as the basic computing power and make
full use of the computing power of all the participants; equipment to
create value together.
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Mission & Vision
OC is committed to through the combination of blockchain
technology and AI technology and innovation for the traditional
enterprise inventory digestion, stimulating consumer demand, and
help the network transaction platform to eliminate the bubble, pull
the rapid GDP growth, achieve where sales have OC figure! Build a
worldwide network of sales and consumer value added impires.
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Technology & Systems
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In order to enable more sales platforms to use OC technology
and to make it more open and fair for cross-platform user data
sharing, we adopted the following technologies:
1、Anti-counterfeiting block chain: The relevant
anti-counterfeit chain parameters are recorded in the blockchain
developed by the OC technical team. Once the data is recorded,
the data can not be changed. In this way, data can be avoided by
human manipulation. Even if a hacker invaded the sales platform, it
would not affect the user's record in the OC transaction, it also
ensures the openness and impartiality of the user's consumption
data. We make use of the characteristics of database shared, open
and shared by blockchain. Large data blocks can be stored in off
chain storage DIS-S schemes, distributed storage schemes (IPFS)
or other, so that can be expanded at a very low cost. OC's system
solutions are interconnected, and the security, features,
communication and storage protocols in the blockchain can be
used in the OC team's solution. It also allows the OC to link across
the platform into other blockchains.
2、Smart contract: OC team through the anti-counterfeit
blockchain system on the blockchain platform, smart contract to
contract main body(party a and party b have digital identity) in
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terms of the contract(by the provisions of the code to construct the
rights and obligations of the parties) control, OC contract is
controlled entirely by the code detailed definition(unless smart
contract is overturned), then the code automatic decide all the
terms of the execution of the contract, including the default and
contract terms, which are given by the code. The decision process
does not require other agency agents to implement the law
enforcement object(the digital assets or intellectual property agree
upon in the contract). Of course, the OC team will also provide the
initial user with more contract templates to let the user choose the
business agreement they need, but these commercial agreements
are strictly enforced once they are selected.

3、Operation module: Use OC tokens API interface don’t
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need possess professional blockchain and smart contract
knowledge, they can easily use OC team custom developed OC
system, used to solve the world’s platform login, setting, generating,
using, payments, voting such as modules function, the API
interface can let each platform, manufacturers, distributors,
logistics providers can easily set up or accept their contract; The
user can interact with the blockchain in a simple way.
4、API interface tools: In order to provide more external
systems to cooperate with OC team, integration includes but not
limited to external payment, external trading community and
Internet of things; OC is an open platform that allows communities
to build external application groups (OApps), plug-in interfaces,
custom smart contract interfaces, and other API interface tools that
extend the OC system. After the OC team has completed the basic
interface tools, this functionality and service will likely be generated
by the community self-motivated expansion model. These open
interface solutions will be completed around June 2018.
5、Digital Assets: OC will play an important role in the
following four core functions of the platform:
First, it is an incentive measure for the use and development of the
platform in the pioneering stage. Users and community developers
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are rewarded for their use and participation in improving the
platform.
Second, the above development tools and OC constitute the
essential elements needed by the community. It records relevant
data about the product.
Thirdly, OC team in setting global cross-platform shops or goods or
services, for every access to the OC API, freezing all need a certain
number of tokens, such as the expansion of market, shops, more
and more goods and services, and the number of OC currency is
constant, has formed the scarcity of the market, so that the value of
a currency is higher and higher.
Fourth, the OC allows merchants on all platforms in the world to
take part of the profits they generate. Through the blockchain
technology, it is converted into a class integral asset that is only
used to exchange OC as a value-added promotion product to the
user. Let the operation rules of user class integral assets gain
share of profit sharing of cross-platform global market economy. At
the same time, the OC has generated a steady and steady market
demand driven by the exchange of profit in the daily market
economy of each platform. The number of OC is fixed and scarce,
which makes the value of OC more and more high. And effectively
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solved the traditional digital currency in the secondary trading
market after the market crashed. In the absence of investment and
speculation in the situation of the failure of the market. As part of
the profit generated by the consumption of daily living of users is
limited to the conversion of OC. Therefore, the price of OC can be
slowly raised, which effectively guarantees the appreciation of OC.
6、System architecture: OC system architecture divided to:
Membership、Blockchain and Chaincode。

（1）Membership Services
The service is used for the management node identity, privacy,
Confidentiality and Auditability. In this non-permissioned
blockchain network, the participant does not require
authorization, and all nodes are considered the same. Can
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Submit a Transaction to block these transactions in Blocks.
Membership Services turns non-permissioned blocks into
permissioned blocks, according to Public Key Infrstructure,
decentralization and consistency.
（2）Blockchain Services
Blockchain Services use to manage the distributed ledger
using a merchant user management protocol based on HTTP/2.
And use the hash algorithm to maintain a copy of the World State.
Adopt pluggable means to set consensus protocols based on
specific requirements, such as PBFT, Raft, POW, POS, etc.
（3）Chaincode Services
Chaincode Services is a safe and lightweight sandbox
operation mode that performs Chaincode logic on the VP node.
Using the Container environment, the Base mirror inside is signed
and verified for security images, including the OS layer and the
development of the Chaincode language, Runtime and SDK layers.
（4）Events
In the Block chain, the VP node and Chaincode send Events to
trigger the listener action. For example, Chaincode is user code
that generates user events.
（5）API and CLI
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Provide Pest API, allow registered users, query Blockchain
and send Transactions. Some of the API for Chaincode can be
used to perform Transactions and query transaction structures. For
developers, you can quickly test Chaincode through CLI or query
the transaction status.
7、Account book
The whole block chain structure is divided into the Block
structure stored in the text system and the State state
maintained by the database, where the storage structure of
State can be replaced, and all kinds of KV databases (LevelDB,
CouchDB) can be selected.

OC hopes to become a worldwide fast circulation eco
circulation tool that the world's Internet sales platform and cross
platform users are willing to use, so that everyone in this
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ecosystem can get benefits. With the development of OC, more
and more third party applications and platforms will be joined. At
present, OC has been used and developed by the following
systems:
1、Cross platform value-added management system (VAT): The
system is mainly used by users to buy across the platform through
the Sea chain. A certain number of "class integral assets" are
obtained through the promotions of various platform merchants.
Users then use these assets to choose the relevant value-added
solutions by the platform block chain technology. Such as:
converting OC virtual currency in proportion, and so on, so as to get
the corresponding market economy share increment, and at the
same time, let the market have full confidence in the stable rise of
OC token value.
2、Large data analysis system: In the OC trading system, will
produce to each product data for a statistical analysis, the
formation of the report or transaction receipt. Consumers can see
their analysis data at a glance. Traditional enterprises make order
type production by understanding the data and reduce the pressure
of inventory. This can not only save more raw materials stockpile
can also reduce inventory costs, more storage space, save a lot of
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money, thus reducing the possibility of capital strand breaks,
forming a virtuous cycle. Consumers can analyze their purchase
data, understand their consumption structure and the virtual assets
that are generated after consumption, thus forming a better
consumption habit. In the whole ecosystem, we can each of its
security, each one takes what he needs OC ecosystem more,
promote the benign development.
3、OC fund: The OC foundation is a kind of smart contract, that
will be a certain proportion of OC tokens retained, and can not
immediately use. The OC fund is mainly used to help consumers
with difficulties. When consumers face a temporary shortage of
funds, OC funds ask them to apply OC as collateral to apply for
small loans and relieve their financial pressure. Of course, this plan
also involves the cooperation with the third party's financial platform.
The OC team has already confirmed the initial intention of
cooperation with some financial institutions in Madagascar. Help
consumers to solve the current difficulties. Once consumers have
the ability to repay, it will have OC token recognition and loyalty
higher, but if consumers cannot repay the situation (such as death,
disability, natural disasters), OC fund will sell OC tokens, paid to
the financial institutions, in theory, based on the daily physical and
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virtual economy which part of the profits on OC have Everfount
tokens needs, is bound to the OC token value of stable prices, so
most financial institutions are willing to receive OC tokens as
repayment. In this way, the OC fund is reduced by the community
to decide whether to raise money again. Let the OC fund keep a
balance. This way can make more people like to use OC and speed
up the development of OC.
4、Insurance guarantee management system: As is known to all,
the product production, sales and logistics of the three links any a
link could produce some factors exist, the issues that led to the
defect in the process of production, for example, a few incomplete
be accidentally on the sales link; Goods are destroyed in the
process of sale; In the process of logistics, the goods are extruded,
resulting in deformation and other conditions. The OC can
guarantee the rights and interests of consumers through the
insurance management system, and consumers will only pay a
small amount of money to insure their goods in case of occurrence.
5、Open blockchain integral management system: OC supports
multiple payment transaction media such as virtual currency and
integration. OC also supports cross-platform merchants to issue
cross-platform blockchain integrals. The OC's consensus algorithm
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is planned on the basis of POW to support the token and various
media bookkeeping. Tokens are awarded as rewards for
successful bookkeeping. The distribution of points needs to adopt a
similar POS mode, which can be created in a single time and can
be dynamically appended. In order to maximize the range of people
involved in bookkeeping, especially mobile users, OC plans to
separate storage and validation functions, and grid computing
updates to the consensus algorithm. The requirement for the
storage and computing power of a single node is reduced, so that a
large number of consensus nodes can be quickly accessed in the
early stage.
6、4+5 mode management system: OC globalization
cross-platform transaction is a new generation of network
transaction mode with the advantage of block chain technology.
Adopt the 4+5 mode. Physical store + traditional media + new
media + mobile end, OC include functional internal platform,
external API docking, token settlement, global consumption
appreciation, credible verification, Integrating media, e-commerce,
physical stores, finance and gaming industry, To attract terminal
consumption to the greatest extent, and to make joint marketing
and profit. The multi-party solution to slove the actual needs of
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users and will be the most grounded blockchain project. OC
platform technology will let the vicious price competition between
existing different network platforms, the price and quality of the two
losing patterns, change to "value for money" and "value
equivalence" commodity trading. All trading platforms are trusted to
verify the smart contracts on the OC block chain platform. The
platform cross-boundary integration, with the "value equivalence"
commodity model to avoid the vicious competition, the parties
benefit.
7、Account grading certification system

OC system account is divided into administrator account,
authentication account, general account and sub-account.
Administrator account: the role that can control the background
function of the entire platform system.
Authentication account: the early stage of the OC will be as a major
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trading platform access to the reviewer role, at the right time, with
the third party certification agency, this part permissions by handing
over the way of the interface.
General account: the user group of OC, the account used.
Sub-account: the authentication account can be related to the
general account as its subsidiary account, and the sub-account can
be added to the cross-platform of the authentication account for the
cross-platform products.
All authenticated accounts must be signed by the administrator
account before being accepted by OC.
8、Improved UTXO transaction model system.

OC's cross-platform trading model, most of which uses the UTXO
model. Combined with OC's account system, the UTXO model is
improved to improve efficiency and reduce transaction size.
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Improve details: combine multiple transaction input references in
the same account with a signature.
9、Integral management system: The real-name verification of the
cross-platform global membership, all kinds of realizable asset
points can be obtained by users of each platform to obtain higher
value-added cash or to purchase products and services.
10、Generic base layer protocol designed for business
applications.
The OC basic layer is designed for commercial applications, and a
set of application protocols have been completed to accommodate
many business scenarios.

11、Cross-platform store management system: For companies
in various online platforms around the world.Provide block chain
store management platform based on block chain technology, keep
pace with The Times, use lower cost, and enjoy the high-end and
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easy-to-use block chain trading platform with great benefits. The
OC merchant community comes with a smart contract, and the
smart contract will use the predefined contract and the
self-generated contract. For general conventional transactions,
such as commodity trading, margin depository, integral exchange
and asset delivery, etc., Provided by OC for the platform users, the
contract signing party can only provide the key information, and the
contract is automatically generated by the system.
Above are used to the main technical points of the OC, OC
application system is a infinite docking platform for the openness,
the future of OC technology development team will be fully
developed more cross-platform application by a third party to the
OC API, to create a OC international ecosystem industry chain and
make unremitting efforts.
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Digital asset distribution
&
Use plan
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一、Distribution of Digital Assets.
Total issues: 210 million OC，Details reference following table:
Items

percent
age

Token
amount

Details

Mining

30%

63000000

Cooperation
institutions
and funds.
Start-up team, technology
team
Commercial
implementation and
marketing.
Angel the raise

10%

21000000

10%

21000000

12%

25200000

6%

12600000

1ETH=8200 OC, don’t lock.

Phase I Fundrasing

10%

21000000

1ETH=2730 ~2340 OC, don’t lock.

Phase II Fundrasing

17%

35700000

1ETH=1260 OC, don’t lock.

Marketing support

5%

10500000

After the exchange, hold the OC for two
month, will have the sugar – 40% of
“Marketing support”(4.2 million), hold the OC
for four month, will have the sugar – 60% of
“Marketing support”(6.3 million)

Total

100%

210000000

Lock 2 years ， according to the market
condition linear release.
Lock 3 years ， according to the market
condition linear release.
Lock 1 years ， according to the market
condition linear release.

Note: If the price of ETH changes sharply, the exchange rules will be adjusted according to the
rise or fall.
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二、Fund use plan
The ETH raised is mainly used for the first stage of technology
research and development, marketing and other work. The
detailed plan is as follows: 30% of the funs is used for the
technical development and upgrading iteration, and multi
development language versions are expanded; 40% of the funds
are used for market promotion and operation to increase the
visibility of the project, let more trading platforms can use OC to
jointly build an integrated ecosystem; 20% for operation and
maintenance to ensure a more robust operation of the system;
10% of the funds for public relations and other expenses to
expand more exchanges to support OC trading on exchange.
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Development History
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1、March-December 2016: Market Research and completion of
project feasibility analysis report.
2、February 2017: Founders set up OC project, a blockchain
technology open cross platform and a huge market economy
sharing platform.
3、March 2017: OC core team was set up and identified the site of
the project: the southeast African country, Madagascar.
4、May 2017: Release OC whitepaper 1.0 version, setup the official
website, and starting create the OC api layer.
5、June 2017: Expansion team, setup OC blockchain technology
R&D center, create the blockchain api layer
6、July 2017: Setup OC global strategic alliance, continue to
improve platform technology application development, and start the
wallet development.
7、August 2017: OC whitepaper 2.0 version released, promotion,
OC global fundraising into schedule. Begin to expand the technical
and marketing team members.
8、September 2017: OC system platform completed. Many financial
company visit. Got strategic support from relevant China legal
institutions.
9、October 2017: Setup three regional operation centers of
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Madagascar, China and Bazil. Setup public relations teams of
governments and seek cooperatin with governments and financial
institutions.
10、November 2017: Singed a strategic cooperation agreement
with “Maolian Wuzhow”e-commerce platform n Guizhou, China,
implement more OC’s global real application, let people recognize
and use virtual cryptographic digital currency.
11、December 2017: Optimize OC application and wallet 1.0
version test.
12、January 2018: Launch of OC angel fund raising, Appointment to
invite the President of Madagascar to visit China.
13、February – March 2018: Launch OC global startup conference.
Officially open the OC global fund raising and roadmap
promotion,to issue token, began logon to Exchange.
14、After April 2018
In-depth development of OC multi-language API interface.
Connect more global online trading platform and offline industry.
Promotion of OC investment, fund raising and third-party
application cooperation, enterprise alliance, and government
cooperation.
API layers technology continues to improve, development the
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deeper technology combine AI.
Into the blockchain financial market, Continuous technical reserve
for application innovation of various scenarios.
Seek more governments and businesses to support more global
resources.
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Team Member
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Core Team:

Liu Ying：OC founder and head of Africa
Introduction：China and Madagascar business friendly ambassador,
vice president of the Chinese Association of China in Madagascar,
received the president of Madagascar, Minister of energy, Minister
of defense and military police and other official reception, its
individual investment industries include telecommunications,
internet, finance, mines, mahogany, hotels, horse racing, and so no.
It has a wide range of business. She have many project have
signed cooperation with the office of the president of Madagascar.
Only in 2017 was recommended as: China construction guizhou
engineering company, xiamen hongfa group, China building
materials and other large China enterprises with presidential
palace in Madagascar to negotiate business and to sing an
international trade contract worth billions of dollars.
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Essien：OC co-founder
Introduction：Madagascar Herimany RAHARISON law firm partner,
Madagascar’s largest mining project Antigua multidimensional
nickel cobalt partner, freight company. He is proficient in French,
Chinese, English and Madagascar. Owns more than 1000 acres of
cross-border logistics yard in Madagascar, 2gold, 1 nickel cobalt,
invested in the financial. Mainly for the OC in Madagascar to
provide solid trading platform docking, coss-border e-commerce,
Madagascar funds and other services.

DROAN: Leader of the community of China
Introduction：China earlier blockchain entrepreneurs, media
marketing experts, 15 years of brand marketing experience, brand
marketing planning case for many Fortue 500 companies, Silicon
Valley 11 years of work experience, as early Google Senior
Product Manager and marketing director of Asia Pacific region, in
internet+ entities operating after returning China, set up the
HeKang companies and YunLang companies, and the HeKang
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create an annual turnover of more than $30 million in 2016, that for
cross-border e-commerce.

Michael：Leader of the community of Brazil
Addr.:Rua Paulo Eduardo, 512 Mogi das Cruzes – SP – Brazil.
Introduction：Chinese, graduated from Harvard University majoring
in computer science, finance and economics, beachelor’s degree, 9
years experience in overseas trade, proficient in cross-border
electricity supplier promotion operations, the Stem (America)
copyright protection application platform blockchain technology
major investors, former president of Lguama company in Brazil.

Pablo：Core technology development
Introduction：Argentina senior technology, graduated from Harvard
University, computer Ph.D., the original Google architecture
engineer, has the development experience for more than 15 years,
in-depth research on the application of blockchain technology for 5
years, and has a number of blockchain technology patents.
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Proficient in C language, JAVA, GO language development, is a full
type engineer.

Pierre：Core technology development
Introduction: Graduated from Université Paris - Sud de France
computer major, master, senior technical engineer of France,
senior investor of bitcoin, currently working in TOTAL company.
Senior software development engineer, devoted to research and
application development of blockchain technology application

WangTong：Core technology development
Introduction：Graduated from GuangZhou University computer
science, now is Sydney University master of software testing
professional, proficient in: C, C + +, C #, JAVA, H5, proficient in
blockchain technology application development, have been a
JiuYou game engineer, and independently developed many chess
and card games based on blockchain technology, and competitive
games.
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Alex：Mexican investor
Introduction：Mexico investors, worked at Mexico's largest telecoms
company-Telmex investment director, then self-employed, now is
the founder for Itipsa brand, this brand has good visibility and
reputation in Mexico, and Alex is investment followers of digital
currency blockchain field, its portfolio of digital currency has
brought him nearly income of tens of millions dollars.

Huangweiji：Hong Kong investor.
Introduction：Hong Kong famous Internet investors, successively
invested in the ETH, ShopsClues, tradekey, AntShares, Inchain…,
is ETH most early investors, and he has a keen insight on the trend
of investors. Fast, tough, must be his investment style, the current
digital currency assets worth more than $5 million.
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Vilma：Guatemala senior investor
Introduction：In Guatemala has large office supplies professional
wholesale market, as early as 2011 began investing bitcoin, and
then in the early invested $6 million in the ETH, wealth quickly
skyrocketed, belongs to the digital currency ashes level fan, now is
the OC investors.
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Strategic Cooperation
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Project Endorsement: Presidential palace in Madagascar
Guizhou Renhuai Maotai Town Guozhen liquor industry (Group) co.
LTD.

China's cooperative institutions：
Guizhou Renhuai HuaiBang investment co. LTD.
Guizhou Renhuai Jinxin consignment co. LTD.
Guizhou Renhuai Zhangliang agricultural development co. LTD.
Guizhou Renhuai Fengci trade co. LTD.
Guizhou Renhuai Zheniang liquor sales co. LTD.
Guizhou Renhuai Chilianwuzhou electronic commerce co. LTD.
Guizhou Renhuai
Guizhou Renhuai Sandu liquor industry co. LTD.
Shenzhen Yonglian business management co. LTD.
Shenzhen Foxsaid network technology co. LTD.
Guizhou Renhuai Huatian international entertainment club
The lawyer agency：
Guizhou Zhengping legal consulting service co. LTD.
Jiangsu Xuhuai law firm.
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Risk tips and disclaimers
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一、Risk tips
For each OC buyers, please read OC whitepaper carefully,
fully understand the risk and profit, and technical of OC, and take
full account of their own risk tolerance, prudent decision-making,
buyers should understand that digital asset investment is a new
investment model with various risks, investors need to carefully
assess the risk of investment and their own risk tolerance.
OC team will be in accordance with the whitepaper as
disclosed in the content, reasonable use of digital assets raised,
standardize the management project. Despite OC team fulfill his
duties and perform management obligation of honesty, buyers also
exists the risk of loss, possible risks in this process include: Token
sales market risk, policy regulation risk, competition risk, liquidity
risk, management risk, currency risk of price fluctuations, network
hacker, core protocols related risk, open source risk and other.
二、Disclaimer
This whitepaper is intended to convey information only, does
not constitute a purchase or sale of shares or securities related
opinions. Any such proposal or levy would be permitted under a
credible provision under the applicable securities law and other
applicable laws, above information or analysis does not constitute
an investment decision or specific proposal. This whitepaper is not
composed or understood to provide any trading behavior, or
invitation to trading and any kind of securities behavior, nor is it
any form of contract or commitment. All the benefits and profits in
this whitepaper are for demonstration purposes only, or the
industry average, it does not constitute a guarantee of user
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investment behavior.
OC makes clear that the interested users have clearly
understood the risks of OC platform, once the investor is involved
in the investment, expressing understanding and acceptance of
the risk, and will to take all the consequences.
OC is a digital Token that uses the OC platform as one of its
usage scenarios. OC is not an investment, owning OC does not
represent ownership, control and decision rights for OC platforms.
OC as an encryption token used in the OC platform, OC does not
fall into the following type:
1. Any kind of currency.
2. Securities.
3. Equity of legal entity.
4. Stocks, bonds, bills, certificates, certificates or other instruments
that confer any right.
The value added of OC depends on the market rule and the
demand after application, we cannot guarantee that the OC will
increase in value, it’s also possible decline in value in some
circumstances. Given the unpredictable circumstances, the
objectives outlined in this whitepaper may chang. While the team
will strive to achieve all of the objectives of this whitepaper, all
investment and group will be at their own risk.
三、Conclusion
When OC 1.0 version was release, the traditional network
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sales will be challenged by the new generation of blockchain
technology and AI technology. OC will use AI technology gradually
subverts the traditional network sales model, help digest economic
bubble, help enterprises to digest inventory, let electricity model are
more active, more steady. In the end, the world’s online trading is
blossoming, laying a pragmatic foundation for building a
world-class sales empire!
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